mars
A SECOND GROUP OF LIFE FORMS FOUND
IN OPPORTUNTY’S TIRE TRACKS ON MARS

SEATTLE, WA (MARS) July 4, 2010 – Mars anomaly researchers working independently have again
identified life forms in the tire tracks made on the surface of Mars by NASA’s Mars rover Opportunity.
In May, Andrew D. Basiago, president of MARS, discovered two Martian humanoids in a photograph
taken by Opportunity of its own tire tracks as it passed through sand ripples in the Meridiani Planum.
In that NASA photograph, PIA13147, Basiago identified two humanoid beings in one of Opportunity’s tire
tracks, emerging upward from beneath the surface of Mars like prairie dogs (below left).
In a related discovery made yesterday, Paul Goodwin of Mars Uncensored found a second group of life
forms. These consist of an animal similar to a buffalo and several humanoid beings standing next to the
st
tire tracks dug into the red soil of Mars by Opportunity on the 801 Mars day of its mission (below right).

The humanoids found by Basiago in May 2010

Goodwin’s discovery in Opportunity’s tracks

The image was subjected to additional analysis by Basiago, who made a startling set of discoveries.
The humanoids, one a dark-skinned female and the other a light-skinned female, can be seen staring
back at Opportunity, as if it represents to them an alien invader in their midst. An infant clings to the back
of the light-skinned female, as a larger child rides curled up atop the buffalo-like animal (below left).
Along the soft shoulder created by the tread marks of Opportunity, the corpses of at least two other
Martians crushed beneath Opportunity’s tires can seen lying face down in the ground (below center).
Nearby, a Martian with a bulbous head peeks tentatively out from behind a rock to witness the mayhem
being wrought in his habitat by the strange, table-like robot from Earth (below right).
This find confirms the position long held by Mars researcher Dave Beamer that Spirit and Opportunity are
inadvertently killing tiny humanoids beneath their tires as they rumble across the surface of Mars.
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Two humanoid females and two infants ride the back of an animal like a buffalo on Earth (left).
Martian fatalities lie face down in the ground (center). One peeks out from behind a rock (right).

Elsewhere in the image, tiny Martian humanoid beings can be seen extricating themselves from the
debris left by Opportunity as it passed over the earthen roofs of their subterranean community.
Basiago marked this new discovery of life forms on Mars by noting the adverse environmental impact that
human visitors from Earth are having on the fragile ecology and tenuous civilization of Mars:
In this phenomenal photograph, life on Mars takes on a new dimension. Here, we see
humanoids riding a buffalo-like creature up the side of the tire tracks left by NASA's Mars
rover Opportunity. The humans and animal reconnoiter the scene, as if to find clues to
the large device that is despoiling the only habitat that they know...
These are life forms on another planet and probes from our planet are damaging the
environment of their home planet. Let's pause for a moment to ponder the profound
implications of this incredible image…
On my computer screen, I can see the face of a buffalo-like creature and the female
forms of the humanoids riding it. What do the skeptics think that this is that has ambled
up the slope and onto the freshly made tire tracks left by the Mars rover Opportunity? A
tumbleweed? Smoke coming from a rift in the ground made by Opportunity's passing? A
smudge of dirt, perhaps, kicked up onto the lens of Opportunity's rear “hazcam”?...
At this point, the evidence of life on Mars is so abundant that I think the skeptics are
obligated – morally, I would say – to provide something in support of their negative
position, which, with each passing denial, reveals itself to be a psychosis caused by
cosmic dread that another planet in our solar system is inhabited. We should not fear
that Mars is inhabited. Rather, we should accept it as part of the natural order of things
and then ask what our duties are in light of the fact that Mars is an inhabited planet…
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